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A Note from the Editor in Chief

Welcome to the The Meadowlark, reinvigorated. We come from humble beginnings - once a start-something-new senior 
project, then a one-woman-band, we are now a team. Every high school student was involved in the editing and design of 
our literary magazine. Throughout this experience, we have learned organization, design, and collaboration as a team- a 
family.  We have  dramatically  improved  the  outreach  and  connections  between students  of  all  ages.  Through visiting 
classrooms and reading the work submitted by all students, we have reached our goal of making The Meadowlark a diverse 
and  academic  journal  intended  to  showcase  the  creative  and  academic  accomplishments  of  the  Meadow Montessori 
student community. I hope you enjoy learning about the experiences and the insights shared by students throughout our 
community,  as  much  as  I  have.  Although  I  am in  my  last  year  here  at  Meadow Montessori  and  as  editor  of  The 
Meadowlark, I know that our community, our connections, and our shared literary and artistic experiences will continue to 
grow.

Mekulash Baron-Galbavi

 

Practicing an art, no matter how well or badly, is a way to make your 
soul grow, for heaven's sake. Sing in the shower. Dance to the radio. 
Tell stories. Write a poem to a friend, even a lousy poem. Do it as well 
as you possible can. You will get an enormous reward. You will have 
created something.” ― Kurt Vonnegut, A Man Without a Country

This  second  issue  of  Meadowlark  for  the  2018/19  school  year 
comprises  the  very  fine  creations  of  Meadow Montessori  students 
who have, all year, and in many ways, been singing, dancing, telling 
stories, and writing poems: making their souls grow. The high school 
literature students  have written their  own works,  and then carried 
everything forward into a finished product: this issue. The final step 
in this creative endeavor belongs to you, the reader.  Please enjoy, and 
please tell  the student writers  you have done so.  The Meadowlark 
staff  thanks Ms. Cathe, all  the teachers, and the students for their 
support. We hope you all have a creative and relaxing summer:, dance 
to  the  radio,  sing  in  the  shower;  read  these  stories  and  poems!  
Together we have created something.    

Ms. Sharon
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Transformation by Elizabeth H.

The thunder cracks like a message from some angry god. The sky, 
barely visible through the misty heights of vine-strung trees, is 
dark as night. The rain hits the canopy first, teasing as it 
penetrates each level of rainforest before pouring down on the 
unsuspecting earth. As the wind picks up and the thunder rolls 
closer, a nearby group of howler monkeys adds to the confusion, 
barking from the top of a towering fig tree. The serene world of a 
few minutes before is wholly transformed; a thunderstorm in the 
jungle is like nothing else in this world.
          I was deep in the Costa Rican rainforest on a school trip. It 
had rained, almost methodically, each afternoon so far, yet we still 
found ourselves out in the jungle around two o’clock. At first, all 

seemed to be going as usual, cicadas and tree frogs chirping happily as we plodded up the 
uneven dirt trail. We walked a little further, though, and soon I began to notice the distinct 
smell of a coming rain, and the distant rumbling of a storm reached my ears once or twice. 
Next came the fog, rolling in to veil the tops of massive, moss-covered trees, and the damp 
air felt strangely more humid. As the pattering of rain in the distant treetops overcame the 
sound of cicadas, we decided that we needed to turn back. Darkness closed in on us. 
Thunder boomed closer. The world was becoming 
ominous and dark, and the transformation was 
incredible. 

Suddenly, through the roar of now-pouring rain 
and rolling thunder, we heard a different kind of clamor 
from high above our heads. We looked up between vines 
and towering trunks to see large, brown creatures 
jumping from branch to branch, howling a noisy warning 
to each other. Howler monkeys, I realized with 
amazement. I pulled out my camera, too enthralled to 
mind the raindrops that soon coated the lens. Then I 
heard a voice over the commotion, shouting what 
sounded like, “WE NEED TO─,” before a deafening 
peal of thunder drowned the rest of the world out. I 
suddenly had the feeling of being hunted, a mouse 
chased through the night by an unseen owl, and I 
shoved my camera into the safety of my backpack 
before hurrying off down the trail. With thunder 
crashing around me and torrents of rain streaming past 
my boots, I felt infinitely small, dwarfed by might of 
nature. My feet splashed faster and faster in my rush to 
escape the storm, but before long my fear was replaced by wild exhilaration. The roar of 
thunder and howl of monkeys far above drowned out my laughter as I raced, thrilled to be 
alive, down hills and around curves, through the beautiful, dark, and rainy jungle. 

The small figures burst one by one from the dark mouth of the forest. The storm 
continued to rage as we abandoned the slight shelter of the trees, braving the bare stretch of 
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Some Nice Rice by Nolan L.  

The Mice ate the rice. 
   Why the rice? 

Because so said Bryce. 
   Thrice! 

The mice ate it thrice! 
   That’s a lot of rice… 

   It must be nice. 

Artwork by Ava R.
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ground running down to the nearest building. My hair and clothes hung heavy with rain as 
my boots slid down the hill, my vision so blurred it was all I could do not to trip and sprawl 
down the muddy slope. Finally escaping the thunderstorm, yet almost not wanting to 
anymore, I stepped under the wide overhang of the porch roof. My friends and I laughed as 
we looked around at each other, and then out at the pouring rain, watching the storm like 
we were seeing it for the first time. We turned away from the hills we’d run down, and 
looked out                   over the valley spread before us, the constant pounding of the rain 
filling our ears. The storm shook the dark landscape, rain and mist shrouding trees that were 
usually well within sight. The miles of jungle seemed dark and mysterious now, a vast ocean 
no one dares to explore, from under the familiar safety of a solid roof.

 
The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle by 
Natalie B. 

The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle was a very 
enjoyable read. I found it to be very detailed. It had an 
intriguing plot. I will now tell you about it.
It starts on a foggy morning in England. Charlotte Doyle 
is with her caretaker, Mr. Grum. They are heading 
towards the docks, where they will find the ship that is to 
take Charlotte home to Rhode Island. Charlotte’s 
caretaker takes some convincing that she will be ok. 
When Charlotte steps aboard the ship, she remembers 
that there are two other families that are supposed to 
make this voyage with her. When they set sail, Charlotte 
is confused and wonders where the other families are. 
She asks the first mate, Samuel Hollybrass. “They won’t 
be sailin’ with us today, Miss Doyle,” he replies. Charlotte 
decides to go to her cabin on the ship. She is mightily 
disgusted when she gets there. There are cobwebs, 
roaches, and dead mice. She decides to go down and get 

some food. 
When she reaches the kitchen, she finds a young African man named Zachariah. He 

is very kind to Charlotte, giving her tea and hardtack. Charlotte is disappointed to find that 
the room has no chair, and she can’t find one anywhere. Before she can leave, Zachariah 
stops her, and gives her a dagger. Charlotte tries to refuse, but he makes her take it. 

When she returns to her room, she places the dagger on her bed. She decides to go 
up to the deck. The captain is there, along with the rest of the crew. The captain makes all 
of the crew tell Charlotte their names. Then, after this is over, Charlotte asks if she can talk 
with the captain. Charlotte is shocked and overjoyed. There is actual food, actual chairs, and 
other furniture. They talk and after Charlotte tells him about the dagger, he says she should 
keep it. She is very confused as to why. 

A couple days later, the crew runs into a furious storm. The captain is very mad and is 
pushing the crew past their limits. After the storm, the crew cleans up the ship. Then the 
captain issues a hanging. Mr. Hollybrass was killed! Everyone thinks it was Charlotte! A few 
days before the storm, Zachariah gave Charlotte sailor’s garb. The captain was angry, but let 
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Charlotte join as long as she slept where they slept, and wasn’t called Miss Doyle anymore. 
The reason people think it was Charlotte is because she was standing above Mr Hollybrass.

At the place of the hanging, a person that is supposed to be dead is found, and then 
hanged. Zachariah is whipped and presumed dead. Later Charlotte sees them throw his 
body into the water. The next day, she is put in her cell as she awaits her trial. She finds that 
Zachariah wasn’t really dead! He have her some food. He quickly hid, because someone was 
coming to get Charlotte for her trial. She is found guilty and sentenced to be hanged. 
Suddenly, the captain flops over, dead! They are very close to Rhode Island. Charlotte is 
made captain of the Seahawk, but quickly declines. She dubs Zachariah captain. She goes to 
change into her dress. They are docked in the mid-evening and Charlotte heads toward her 
waiting family. They eat a delicious dinner, where Charlotte tell them about it. Her father 
gets mad and dismisses her to her room. Her father finds her diary, burns it, and says that 
she can’t tell anyone at all about it. She goes to her room, gets into her ship clothes, hops 
out her open window, and heads toward her real home, the Seahawk. 

Refugee by Ava R. 

Refugee was a genuinely heart wrenching book, and I’ll be honest, I was probably close to 
tears over it on more than one occasion. However, the majority of our middle school’s kids 
don’t, and probably never will realize what it feels like to be in one of the horrible situations 
we’ve read about. This is why our teachers gave us an activity! These were the instructions: 
Your home is being invaded/attacked, you’re in danger, and you are never coming back. Pack 
all of your necessary items in under five minutes. 

This exercise was pretty upsetting, which is why I ended up panicking and packing 
Hot & Spicy noodles, mace, a bottle of water, and a graphic T-shirt. I have a hunch that 
maybe I wouldn’t do so well in the wilderness! 
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Jojo, Bow Bow, and 3 Mice by Juni G.  

There were four mice walking down the street. They met a girl named Jojo and a dog named 
Bow Bow. The mice were scared because they thought the dog would eat them. They wanted 
to run away but the girl told the mice they wouldn’t hurt them. The mice decided it was safe 
and began to pet the dog Geronono. One of the mice said he was hungry and they told the 
girl goodbye and went to find something to eat. It was getting dark when they were done 

eating, they were surprised at how late it was. Geronono suggested they go back to the hotel. 
The mice found there way back to the hotel and got ready for bed. They went to sleep and 
were woken up by someone opening the door. Geronono was scared but he looked and it 
was Jojo! She said they found out where the mice were sleeping and they were becoming 
good friends. The mice made plans to have lunch the next day. The mice then went back to 

their hotel and had good dreams the rest of the night.  
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Five minutes doesn’t sound like much, but it 
actually feels very long, which gives you more time 
to freak out and shove whatever you can find into 
your backpack. This activity definitely gave me 
more insight as to what such a terrifying scenario 
actually feels like, although I’m sure nothing 
compares to the real thing. Reading about families 
fleeing their homes in the middle of a missile 
strike… that alone had me nervous and on the edge 
of my seat. The words in the evacuation scenes 
conveyed the right emotions, but nobody can 
accurately imagine what that might feel like. Not 
until you’ve tried to rush around your home and 
get everything that you need for an unknown 
amount of time…  all in under five minutes! Doing 
that might give you a vague idea.

All in all, I think this activity was definitely 
beneficial. Although I never doubted the severity 
of the situations depicted in Refugee, it is very 
enlightening to do a simulation. 

My Winter Break by Grace S.

So it all began after Opera. Not some crazy story, 
my winter break! At 5:00 in the morning we hit the 
road! It was cold! Lucky me for I brought two 
jackets, a fleece, and a winter jacket. I put the 
winter jacket 

on, the green fleece on my legs.
After we got to the bus lot, we got on a U.S bus to 

the airport. We had lunch then boarded the plane. After 
the Delta flight, we were in Mexico! My mom took two 
years of Spanish lessons. (Buffets are my favorite way of 
dining).

The resort had a beach but you could not swim 
because of the waves and whales. We went whale 
watching and learned 40% of the worlds whales go to 
that ocean. There were cockroaches, too. They had a lot 
of buffets. We snorkeled. You could order drinks at the 
pool! The beach of whales was an okay shell beach. To go 
to a swimming beach, we rode a shuttle! 

It was good for splashing but not for shells. I only 
found two but, there was some sea glass! We took 
shuttles to Camel Tours, got to see a camel, and be camel 
educated. We got a dolphin kiss, ride, and a sea lion kiss! 
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Science Fair interview with Vivian F. 
Grow Your Own Greens 

“Can I grow a pound of greens a week for 
less than $5.99?” This is the question Vivian, 
a lower elementary student, asked herself 
during her science fair project. She grew 

many different types of greens to see if she 
could provide her family with fresh food, at 
a cheaper price than the store. According 
to Vivian, you can buy a pound of greens 

for $5.99, and through this experiment she 
found that she could grow two pounds of 
greens for $3.50. She stated that although 
a few turned out moldy, she had success 

with most plants. Vivian says she liked 
growing the greens for this project, and her 

family enjoyed eating them. 

Artwork by Amelia H.
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And snorkels! I loved the trip! 

Plastic, the Material that Changed the World by Jack S.  
Plastic changed the world. It replaced glass, metal, wood, and a lot more. Plastic is 
everywhere. Try to imagine a world without plastic. If plastic was never invented, there 
would have never been circuit boards which means that there would have not been 
computers, or cameras or digital stuff.   It took a lot of inventing and modifications to make 
it. Here is how we have plastic.

In 1850, Alexander Parks invented the very first plastic he named Parkinesine. He 
discovered how to make it at the International Exhibition in London. He made it by mixing 
cellulose, organic polymer, nitric acid, and a solvent. It could be heated and cooled into 
shapes and you could change the color without dye or paint. It was a enormous 

improvement from the  hooves, horns, tortoise shells, 
rubber, and ivory. But in 1823, the Parkinesine company 
failed due to poor product quality, because they were 
trying to keep the cost lower than rubber.
Now the price of billiard balls were high (because they 
were made out of ivory), and a newspaper offered 10 
grand to anyone, who could make a replacement for the 
ivory. Then in 1869, a man by the name of Daniel Spill 
invented Xylonite. He dipped a wooden ball into a 
solution of cellulose, organic polymer, nitric acid, and, 
naphtha. It formed a plastic coating around the wooden 
ball. Unfortunately, this plastic was said to be very 
flammable, and they just didn’t sound right when they hit 
together. Because of this, he didn’t get the 10,000 
reward. Today this plastic is used in only ping pong.
In 1869, John Wesley Hyatt invented a very successful 
plastic he called celluloid. In the time, photography was 

only available to the rich. And the camera back then had heavy fragile glass plates. Celluloid 
was flexible and light someone had an idea to make the plates all rolled up and celluloid was 
perfect for that. He invented the film. With film, people could all take pictures and it was 
also a lot more practical. Then the Bumiere brothers had an idea. Their idea was to show a 
lot of pictures really fast and they would appear to be moving. With the film, they could spin 
it on a wheel and through a projector to make the pictures “move”.   
In 1907, Leo Henricus Arthur Baekeland made the very first fully synthetic plastic he called 
bakelite. A fully synthetic plastic is a plastic that it contained no molecules found in nature. 
It was fire resistant, durable, lightweight, easily moldable, and made an excellent insulator, 
and could be mass produced. Since these plastic were so successful, scientists all around the 
world began making plastics. 

Now, World War II is starting, and they make all kinds of plastic. One of them, 
nylon, made by Wallace Hume Carothers, in February, 1935 was used in parachutes, 
hammocks, and ropes. Another, Plexiglass was used in plane windows and was a substitute 
for glass. In the U.S. plastic production had increased by approximately 400%. 
In order for the plastic making companies to make enough plastic for the war they needed 
to make bigger machines and bigger factories for the increase in plastic production. So, now 
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they had all of this extra plastic, and no one knew what to do with it. Then there was a 
group that did something about all of that plastic. They were called The Society of Plastic 
Engineers. They made more stuff out of plastic and people bought those instead of the ones 
out of metal, or wood because the plastic was cheaper.  
But, now  there was a lot more trash because plastic stuff was not as sturdy as metal or 
wood, and it was not biodegradable. Every piece of plastic ever made (that was not recycled) 
still exists.  And, 50% of plastic is used in single 
use plastic items.

 There is a very large trash pile in the 
ocean that is called The Great Pacific Garbage 
Patch. This garbage heap was discovered by  
Charles Moore, in 1997. It is 2x the size of Texas 
and about 70% of all that trash is plastic. The 
National Ocean and Atmospheric 
Administration’s Marine Debris Program stated 
that it would take 67 ships one year to clean up 
less than 1% of the Pacific Ocean.  Many small 
groups have tried to clean it up, but Charles 
Moore, (the man who discovered this dump,) 
says cleaning up the garbage patch would 
“bankrupt any country that tried it.”
If plastic was never made, then there would be 
70% less garbage in the Great Pacific Garbage 
Patch.   However we would also not have computers or telephones, and many goods would 
be much more expensive.  Plastic changed the world.  

The Best Story Ever by Andrew P. 

Once upon a time, there was a boy named Eli, but this 
story is not about Eli. This story is not a story either, it’s 
an essay on why they should make another Shrek movie. 
As we all know, Shrek is by far the best work of 
entertainment that has graced the Earth. I wouldn’t be 
surprised if Shrek was a gift from the Gods, just like 
bacon and Jimmy Dean Foods. Act 1 begins as a book is 
dramatically opened and narration by the title character 
starts. After a few of the pages were turned, the title 
character exclaims loudly, “Like that would ever happen” 
as he tears a page out of the book. The sweet and 
euphonious musical composition known as All Star starts 

gracing my eardrums. Ok, I’m done talking about Shrek, so I will now talk about 
programming and include programming jokes. XML or Extensible Markup Language is what 
the school store originally used to store data. After some discussion (with myself since no 
one else understands what I was talking about), I decided it was better to switch to a 
MySQL database. Here’s a SQL joke: An Oracle DBA and a DB2 DBA walk into a bar. The 
barman asks them what they'd like to drink and a huge debate ensues on how to optimize 
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the query. Ok, that’s enough of that. How about I just put down random words and see what 
happens. Bird. Juice box. Book. Ampersand. Elegant. Second-Hand. Divergent. No, no 
inspiration from that. How about I talk about my hatred from rap music. I don’t consider 
rap to be music. Rap requires little to no talent unlike many other forms of music. No, no, 
this isn’t working either. How about we meditate for a while to think of what would make 
this story the best story. Ohhmmmmmm,  ohhmmmmmm. Ah, now that we’ve seen divine 
art and gotten enlightenment, let’s now go fight lynks disease. The first thing we should do 
is force everyone to sculpt with 12 gauge granular clay from a prison yard, but it must be 
washed first since clay from a prison yard can have lynks disease in it. But we have to be 
worried about the water too since some water filters put lynks disease in the water. In fact, 
lynks disease is in the air too, so let’s stop breathing. Ok, enlightenment doesn’t seem to be 
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Parties by Nolan L.  

As the clock hits 12, you head down the block.  
You find the address and give it a knock- knock.  

Wagga! The door opens! You are excited,  
For this is the party which you were invited.  

Inside there are pastries, cakes, platters, dishes,  
And all sorts of things that look mighty delicious.  

The people and karaoke make other sounds shrouded,  
As this place is filled and extremely crowded.  

To the corner, you see your friends;  
The ones you love with your heart at all ends! 
One says: “Hello, would you like some wine? 

It's mine, and it, to dine with, is very fine.” 
You say: “No thanks, cause I’m underage;  

If the police were to catch me, I’d go into their cage.” 
Nevertheless, you drink out of pressure;  
So much that you can’t even measure.  

The wine consumes you, and you fall on your head!  
You find yourself on top of the ambulance bed.  

Fast forward some, and now you’re in jail,  
And your parents and friends refuse to pay the bail!  

“This is unpleasant; this place holds no present! 
I’ll just live here in misery, and be forever a peasant.”  
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worth the hype. Hmmm, how about we go backward to hopefully find new inspiration for 
the best story ever. Lynks disease, enlightenment, random words, programming, Shrek. Still 
nothing. ˙ǝɹǝɥ uʍop uoıʇɐɹıdsuı puıɟ uɐɔ ǝʍ ɟı ǝǝs puɐ uʍop ǝpısdn buıʇıɹʍ ʎɹʇ s,ʇǝן That 
didn’t work either, although Outback Steakhouse does sound pretty good about now. Let’s 
press this key shortcut and see what it does. It made this more.. d r a m a t i c. How about I 
stop and make an actual story when I have some 
inspiration. Bye. No, you hang up first. I said you hang 
up first.

Three Symbols by Zane L.

Recently, I read a book in Literature class called 
All Light We Cannot See. The author used many 
symbols to add deeper meaning to the main characters, 
I will explain three of the symbols from All light We 
Cannot See. These three symbols, radios, vision and 
small models of Paris and Saint-Malo, add soul to the 
entire story and interact with the theme of this book as 
well. 

First of all, radios represent the access to the 
outside world and freedom. Radios allow young people 
to learn. It connects people from all over the world as 
well. Werner found an old radio when he was eight 
years old and he spent much time fixing the radio. And 
he used the radio to listen to the classical music. Nazis 
only allow people to read German books and listen to 
German music at that time. People were not able to 
know about the outside of Germany. Werner pursued knowledge and he was willing share 
the way to get access to this knowledge to the other people, so he shared the radios with the 
other orphans in the orphanage as well as Frau Elena. They listened to the radios every 
night. Because of the radios, he found what he liked. He taught himself math and mechanics 
to learn about the radios. He put a lot of time in and he got better and better. When 
neighbors had problems on the radios, they all turned to Werner. Because of his great skill 
of fixing radios, he was able to go to National Political Institute of Education. Etinne also 
owns a lot of radios. He was able to get access to the outside world by listening to the 
broadcast in the other countries. He was even taking the risk of getting caught by Germans 
to keep the radios in his attic after the prohibition of radios was passed. Radios did make 
both Etinne and Werner stronger by providing them with the news from outside of world, 
music from the other countries and books from foreign countries. Even though Etinne’s 
brain was damaged during WWI, which made him 76 percent crazy, he knew this world a lot 
better than the majority of the people in Germany. Both Werner and Etinne understood this 
world better, and they knew that whatever told by Nazis was not always right.

Secondly, small models of Paris and Saint-Malo represent the love of Daniel LeBlanc 
to his daughter Maria, also the models for Marie represent her dad. Marie has cataracts and 
she is not able to see the outside world. Marie’s dad wants Marie to be able to walk around 
in the town by herself, and if one day danger comes and Daniel is not around to help Marie, 
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Marie would be able to find the way out by herself. Marie is eager to walk outside because 
most of time she has to stay inside the house. She also likes to read science fiction books. 
She is trying to pursue peace and freedom. Daniel experienced a lot with Marie. They 
walked to Saint-Malo. Marie was too tired to even stand up, while her dad, Daniel, took care 
of her the whole trip. When Marie first got the model of Paris, her dad took her to an 
unfamiliar spot in Paris to let her find the way back to the house. Marie couldn’t do it at the 
beginning, but after her dad’s patient training, she started to be able to walk around in the 
town. Sadly, after her dad finished the model of Saint-Malo, he did not get a chance to walk 
around in Saint-Malo with Marie.

In addition, vision is the symbol for understanding of the whole world. During the 
World War II, Nazis tried to brainwash their citizens to make them serve for Nazis. 
Germans hung a notice to make the people in Saint-Malo turn in their radios. The purpose 
of doing this is to make the people lose their vision, the understanding of the outside world 
other than Germany. People only know whatever Nazis tells them. For example, Jews have 
to be kicked out of Germany, and only the strongest can survive. In the institute where 
Werner goes, the coaches and teachers never told them the reasons why they are doing 
certain tasks. In addition, the coach made someone point out the weakest in group to 
punish him. Many students were both beaten up and kicked out, when the “weakest” 
students pointed out by the others were caught in the running contest. Nazis were just 
trying to make their citizens do whatever Nazis told them to do and make the citizens think 
in a certain way which will profit Nazi armies. Most of Germans became blindly obedient 
under Nazi government.
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Beowulf News by Alexis Z. 
The terrible monster known as Grendel has been slain, as well as his mother. The 
beast had been feeding off the visitors of the mead hall Heorot for 12 years while 
living in a moor nearby. He was finally slain by a gracious hero named Beowulf of the 
Scyldings, who heard of the mead halls plight and made it his quest to help them. He 
travelled to the hall and pretended to be asleep and attacked when Grendel arrived 
during the night to feed as he had done so many times before. This first fight between 
the two was fierce, but the great warrior Beowulf managed to cut off Grendel’s arm, 
after which the creature ran back to the moor to fetch his mother, who was even more 
monstrous. 
 Another fight occurred, this time involving all three. Brave Beowulf had to fight with 
Grendel’s mother in the water, and after learning that she could not be harmed by 
swords, dropped his and finds an ancient sword that can penetrate her skin and kills 
her. After this, he beheads Grendel, emerges victorious and hangs the head in the 
very mead hall the monster had fed from for so many years. This is a victory that will 
surely go down in history. 
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In conclusion, Werner and Marie pursue peace and freedom. Radios brought access 
to the outside world to the people. Small models of Paris and Saint-Malo represents the love 
of Marie’s father. Marie was able to walk around freely after practicing with the models. 
People in Germany turned blind because Nazis took away their vision, the understanding of 
the whole world in World War II. 

Analysis of Kipling’s If  by Meku B.

Stoicism, the endurance of pain or hardship without the display 
of feelings or complaint, is rampant in a world dominated by 
individualism and manliness. This trait is exemplified by 
Rudyard Kipling’s If. The poem, a sort of self-help work, has 
the tone of a close man of authority such as a father or 
grandfather who not only rambles, but is also easily 
understood. His platonic love for the generic “son”- a younger 
impressionable man- is the source of the advice-giving of the 
poem. Kipling wrote the poem in 1910 towards the end of his 
life. He could be writing to his son, the men of colonial 
England (the empire was coming to an end), or to human kind. 
Regardless of the recipient, If has remained a timeless poem 
around the world for its clear and noble message of 
individualism and stoicism portrayed through its effective use 
of anaphora, rhyme, and contraposition of English colonial 
themes.

Rudyard Kipling is a distinguished poet who won the Nobel Prize for literature in 
1907. He dedicated his life to writing, from his time as a journalist 
in India until he died. His oeuvre consists of dozens of books 
including children’s books, poetry collections, and memoirs. He 
had a great sensitivity to not only diction but also message. Much 
of his writing can be best understood through his life experience. 
He was born in British India to the principal of a school of art. At 
an early age, he was sent to study in England. These experiences 
instilled in him many early feelings of abandonment by his parents. 
Later on, he studied at the United Services College, a school 
meant for the sons of army officers. This time in his life created a 
certain level of militarism and regimentation in his life and his 
writing. He was a strict, conservative man who believed in the 
spirit of colonialism and conquering not only countries but also 
oneself through compulsory military service and vengeance. Many 
of his writings later in life were efforts to reconcile with the 
abandonment, instability, and rigidity of his early life. If may be 
the advice he wishes he had received from his father. 

Kipling’s If is a fast moving poem that consists of four octaves. The lines have feet of 
iambic pentameter which further help to move the poem along. The poem has an 
alternating rhyme scheme in the British tradition- Elizabethan sonnets also rhyme with an 
ABABCDCD rhyme scheme. The first four lines, however, are an exception. They seem to 
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have the same rhyme, AAAA, except for when one considers the second to last word of the 
line. “About you” and “doubt you” rhyme rather than “about you,” “on you,” “”doubt you,” 
“doubting too.” Furthermore, Kipling uses feminine rhyme in these lines. This concept is 
interesting considering the masculine themes and seriousness of the poem; feminine rhymes 

often give a playful tone to poems, 
but here it serves to move the poem 
along. 
The most striking device used is 
anaphora. When considering the 
beginning of every other line, a 
rhythmic, marching pattern is 
prevalent. It goes: If... If...If… Or... 
If... If... If...Or... If... And... If... And... 
If... If... If... Yours... This militaristic 
repetition moves the poem in a 
consistent pattern while also 
reflecting the rigid background of 
Kipling’s childhood. The echo effect 
of the march pattern gives the 
reader a sort of expectation of 
stability; It grips the reader to 
follow the message like a command. 
There is no room for the reader’s 
mind to falter from the rhythm or 
message. Each if- he says it thirteen 
times- is also a sort of challenge to 
the reader. It says, “If you can wait 
and not be tired of waiting,” “ if 
neither foes nor friends can hurt 
you,” “if you can dream- and not 
make dreams your master.” If we 
summarize the entire poem, noting 
that it is only one sentence long, we 
can see that it says, in some 
respects, If you can suppress your 
feelings, then you are a man. Kipling 
lived in a very masculine world 
where stoicism prevailed as the ideal 
trait of any strong British man. In 

that world, there was no room to deviate from the mean. Each if reminds the reader to 
consider each scenario given. However, the use of the word if does not show that the 
narrator is in doubt or contemplation. He knows what advice he is giving, which is finally 
given in the last two lines, and he wants you to follow it. The confident use of 
contraposition in the if/then statements shows the authority of the narrator, who is speaking 
directly to the reader. Each if is followed by a “you.” This diction creates very personal 
advice that is more easily understood by the reader.
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Ionic, Covalent, and Metallic Bonding! by Kate S. 

Opposites attract, and that is a well known fact. 
In an ionic bond, an idea has dawned. 

Opposite ions,  
They rely on 
 each other. 

Positive and negative, 
always with  

one another. 

When pairs are shared, it is all fair. 
When shared is one or more, 

a covalent bond will form. 
The shared being valence electrons, 

they wake bright in the morn. 
There can be bonds of triple, double, 

or single! 
Whatever it is, the electrons like to mingle. 

Woohoo! Have fun in the pool! 
That is how valence electrons stay cool. 
It is a big playdate, you cannot be late! 

The atoms drop off their little valence electrons to 
play.  

They play all day, and swim in the sea. 
The electrons swim with both hands and both feet. 

Then, they form a metallic bond!
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Kipling does more than just personify the reader. In line 11, he personifies both triumph and 
disaster when the poem reads, “If you can meet with triumph and disaster // and treat those 
two imposters just the same.” The diction here is significant as the word “imposter” suggests 
that neither triumph nor disaster can be trusted; they are unstable. By trusting few things 
and never prescribing to one polar notion, one leads a more stable lifestyle. This includes 
the personal strength and self discipline to resist enticing or pleasurable acts or thoughts.
He also uses alliteration. In line 6, the poem says, “don’t deal in lies.” Line 7 reads, “nor talk 
too wise.” Line 26 says, “Or walk with kings.” This alliteration shows that Kipling, as a 
writer, was cognizant of his diction. He was a clean and thoughtful writer, not a lazy 
common man. 

In a modern context, If has remained timeless due to the tenacity of its message of 
withstanding hardship through individualism. It says, “Or watch the things you gave your 
life to broken, // and stoop and build ‘em up with wornout tools.” It is a very relevant feeling 
to see something that is very important to oneself break. Kipling tells us to pull ourselves up 
by the bootstraps and continue on. He would do very well among modern conservatives. 
The poem also tells the audience to live life to the fullest when it says, “If you can fill the 
unforgiving minute // With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run.” These sentiments are 
reminiscent of Kipling’s transcendental contemporaries, Henry David Thoreau and Ralph 
Waldo Emerson. They too reminded the individualist world of the West to “suck out all the 
marrow of life.” These messages resonated with America as it coped with its own manifest 
destiny not over the individual but over the land, especially under Theodore Roosevelt, a 
friend of Kipling. 

When we look at the final message and replace Man 
with Person in order to be sensitive to the abilities of other 
genders, we have a very agreeable and enlightening piece of 
advice. The resolution- the advice, the independent clause 
of the whole poem- is, “Yours is the Earth and everything 
that’s in it, // And-- which is more-- you’ll be a Man, my 
son!” Kipling’s stoicism and manliness can be transposed 
into a modern context where the abilities and the will of 
individuals outweigh the hardships of life, and tells us that 
humans can accomplish anything we put our minds to. The 
anaphora, rhyme, and contraposition of If empower the 
modern individual in a world dominated by natural rights, 
democracy, and self determination. It’s a sobering thought 
in today’s world. 

Satan’s Journal by Grace B.

The great terrorizer of men and spawn of all things evil was 
discovered lifeless this morning in his home on the swamp. 
Many monsters from all over are grieving and reminiscing all of the terribly awful things he 
did during his short life. He was brutally murdered in the mead hall near his home by a 
human named Beowulf. Grendel was famous for his nightly visits to the mead hall where he 
enjoyed meals. Officials say that Grendel was enjoying one of his nightly visits when Beowulf 
viciously attacked him. Grendel fought hard, but he was no match for the human’s mighty 
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grip, his arm was brutally ripped off. Grendel retreated to his home where he took his last 
few breaths. Some suspect the killer was working for the Lord, but at this time the cause of 
the attack is still under investigation. This is not the first time his murderer, known as 
Beowulf,  has killed one of our beloved friends, he once took the life of a sea monster. 
Monsters who were close to Grendel share stories of the great darkness that he brought to 
the lives of everyone around him and the fiery look in his eyes. He will be greatly missed and 
his murder will not go unavenged. His grieving mother will not rest until the man who killed 
him is tortured and brutally murdered. 

Anxiety and Depression by Sam D.

Anxiety medically defined is a feeling of worry, nervousness, or uneasiness about 
something. Some symptoms of anxiety are being stressed out all the time, having excessive 
worry, sleeping problems, having an irrational fear, muscle tension, chronic indigestion, 
stage fright, self-consciousness, panic attacks, or having flashbacks of tragic events. One of 

the long term effects of anxiety is the development of a 
disorder, such as obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, 
and a generalized anxiety disorder. Another outcome of anxiety 
the basic addictions such as smoking, eating, alcohol, etc. 
While those ways of coping with anxiety may seem apparent 
and obviously dangerous, the development of depression can 
affect your whole life. Anxiety over a long period of time 
untreated may cause depression.

Depression is a mental disorder caused biologically by a 
lack of the chemical serotonin in the brain but that's only a 
small part of it. A larger part of depression is caused by a small 
Hippocampus. The Hippocampus is the part of your brain that 
controls memory and emotion. Over time, the longer you have 
anxiety the smaller your Hippocampus becomes. You could 
also be born with a naturally small Hippocampus, which puts 
you at higher risk of depression. Today, there are drugs that 
produce serotonin, which does help but is not a long term 
solution. Scientists are starting to develop a drug that grows 

your Hippocampus for a more long term effect. (“AsapSCIENCE”)
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How to Stay Safe While Hiking by Niko L. 

To stay safe while hiking you should have a whistle, compass, and always go hiking with someone other 
than yourself.  If you were to run into a bear, fall and hurt yourself you would have nobody to help you, 

you could possibly die.  Another step is if you somehow some way get lost you should stay put and find a 
source of shelter.  Also if you see a bear the first thing you should do is yell, scream, do what ever you 

have to do to make it run away.  Therefore you should be ready to go hiking.  
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The feeling of depression is a bit different for every person. If you aren't careful, it 
could ruin friendships and/or relationships with people that didn’t do anything to you. Some 
symptoms of depression are restlessness, irritability, deep signs of sadness, reduced interest 
in personal activities, social withdraw, feeling of worthlessness, or suicidal thoughts. There 
are also some physiological signs such as weight loss, loss of energy, or slowed motor skills. 
ADAA or the Anxiety and Depression Association of America study anxiety and depression 
and helps people through it. More on how. (“Home”) 
ADAA is also where I got most of my information.

Depression can occur at any age sadly and has been 
becoming more apparent in people under the age of 18 
than in past years. Although it's not uncommon for 
children to have depression, the majority don't say 
anything about it for fear of being treated differently. That 
being said, most children aren't getting the help and 
treatment they need to get better. Adults have a similar 
problem but not to the extent of a child who has 
depression as time goes on people with mental diseases are 
more accepted and there for people who have depression 
are starting to speak up more than before. If a person is 
not treated it could have serious long term effects on your 
everyday life. Their academic abilities could decrease or it 
could give you malnourishment. One of the major 
outcomes of depression is the disruption of relationships.

Depression is not only caused by anxiety. Some 
other causes of depression are genetics, personal life 
events, a traumatic childhood, or drugs and/or medication.(“Life Noggin”). Women are more 

likely to get depression due to hormones. It is most common 
in their reproductive years. Another cause is poor physical 
health. Considering that your mind and body are linked if you 
are suffering a disease you may be more susceptible to 
depression (“very well mind”).  

Coping with depression can be difficult and it may be 
different for every person but here are a few ways of coping; 
talking to a therapist, expressing yourself through writing, 
boost your self image, stick to a schedule, stay involved, 
depend on others, sleep well, enjoy the emotional benefits of 
exercise, eat healthy, don't drink (“everyday health”). For 
depression, there is two types of therapy, CBT or Cognitive 
Behavioral Therapy and Interpersonal Psychotherapy (“Life 
Noggin”).

Everyone deals with anxiety in some way. With the amount of pressure and 
responsibility that is put on a person in the modern world, anxiety is going to happen. 
However, everyone doesn’t cope with their anxiety in the same way and not all people 
develop depression. Clinical depression, like anxiety, can be consuming and left untreated 
dangerous. Depression is not anyone's fault that has it and it may be something they have to 
live with, but through hard work and motivation to get better, it may get easier. 
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My Kitchen by Grace S. 

So here’s the story of my kitchen! It all began in November, 
2018. My mom wanted the kitchen bigger which was funny for 
my dad because he is the one who cooks. So they called a 
company known as Harris Mclaim Kitchen and Bath. The 
walls were covered with plastic and the kitchen was blocked 
off. It took around three months. After the plastic was up they 
widened the kitchen. A new refrigerator was underway. After it 
was increased we got new lights. The drywall in spots was 
failing. They had to patch it. Then the little window to see 
through the screen door was made into a bar. Stools and a new 
couch were being made. The plastic was taken down. The 
kitchen was done. Then my mom said “our bathroom is ugly 
and it needs to be fancied up!”

Gerrymandering: A Racial and Political Concern by Lily K.

Gerrymandering, or the practice of drawing districts in favor of a certain group of 
people - political or ethnic - has been a prevalent issue in the United States since the first 
case in 1812. Gerrymandering was found illegal by the Voting Rights Act amendments from 
1970 and 1980, though there are still many issues with this process today (“LII”). In recent 
years, it has caused many concerns regarding equality and the representation of all people. 
Gerrymandering has a lengthy and complicated history in the United States. The first case 
of gerrymandering was in Massachusetts and involved a man named Elbridge Gerry, the 
state’s Governor. Gerry signed a redistricting plan designed to keep his party in power, even 
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Science Fair Interview with Jack D. 
“E=mc2” 

“The uranium bomb is basically fission, or the parting of elements… E equals mc squared is 
the calculation done by Einstein, and he is my inspiration.” Jack is a student in upper 

elementary west. For his science fair project, Jack researched the uranium bomb and made a 
model of  “The Little Boy,” which dropped on Hiroshima, Japan in 1945. “In order to undergo 
fission you need a certain amount of mass to break down and start splitting, which creates a 
chain reaction, releasing energy to cause an explosion.” This happens almost immediately, 
and is represented by the equation E equals mc squared, according to Jack. He explained 

how E stands for energy, M represents mass, and C shows that the process of fission happens 
at the speed of light.  
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though he was skeptical about the plan (Khomina). The redistricting plan made the district 
so carved up that it looked like a salamander (Britannica). In this case, Gerry was criticized 
as was the redistricting plan, but he wasn’t found guilty of anything. The plan also did what 
it was intended to, leaving the Democratic-Republicans 
with twenty-nine seats in the House, while Federalists 
only received eleven (Khomina). Since this case, there 
have been many racial and political issues that have 
risen from gerrymandered districts, even though district 
lines are redrawn every ten years. This shows that 
political and racial issues in 1812 are still prevalent today 
in the United States. 
Written in 1963, Martin Luther King JR’s Letter From a 
Birmingham Jail shows how unjust laws have existed for 
decades. Promises had been made to prevent racial 
segregation and oppression, but blacks were “victims of 
a broken promise,” wrote King. He also proclaimed that 
“injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere,” a 
truth as applicable today as then (“Letter”). Although 
the letter does not directly mention gerrymandering, it conveys that there was unjust 
distribution of power, which was used to discriminate against the blacks. Based on the 
Letter From a Birmingham Jail and many current issues caused by gerrymandering, one 
should ask if states should end the practice of gerrymandering. Through my research, I 
found that gerrymandering is both a racial and political issue that further prevents equal 

representation of all groups in a society. 
 Several legislative acts and amendments have 

been put into place by the United States 
government in order to reduce the effects of 
gerrymandering. The Voting Rights Act of 1965, 
was signed during the Civil Rights Movement and 
declared that the “right of citizens of the United 
States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by 
the United States or by any state on account of 
race, color, or previous condition of 
servitude” (Zub). This was used to provide the 
grounds for future legislation that specifically 
targeted gerrymandering. Gerrymandering was not 
directly addressed until the 1970 and 1975 Voting 
Rights Amendments (“History”). These voting 
rights amendments focused on reducing the effects 
of gerrymandering by addressing districts that  
“systematically diluted the voting strength” of a 

certain ethnic or political group (“History”). The 1975 amendment against gerrymandering 
was made for a specific case in Texas in 1973, but the issue of gerrymandering in the Voting 
Rights Act hasn’t specifically been updated since.
Although laws have been put into place against gerrymandering, it still prevails in the U.S. 
today. According to John O'Loughlin, “Legal challenges to district lines on grounds of racial-
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vote dilution frequently fail because plaintiffs cannot show evidence of discriminatory intent 
on the part of the redistricting authorities.” O’Laughlin was able to evaluate this using a 
statistical framework that studied districts in Manhattan, New Orleans, and Mississippi. His 
research shows the districts in Manhattan were drawn to help blacks, while in New Orleans 
and Mississippi, the districting lines diluted black votes (O’Laughlin). Another well-known 
example of a gerrymandered area is Texas’ 35th district. The 35th district stretches over 
1,000 miles from Austin to San Antonio and is ranked as 
7th most gerrymandered district in the United States by 
Ranker. This district is both a political and racial concern 
because it was drawn by a mainly Republican line-drawing 
commission and was made to group many of Texas’ 
Democrats into one district. It also has a majority Latino 
population that most likely would have voted for the 
Democratic candidate (“The Most”). In North Carolina, 
Republicans won fifty percent of U.S. house votes 
statewide, but won nine out of thirteen house seats 
because of gerrymandering in the 2018 primary election 
(Astor). It is widely known that blacks tend to vote 
Democrat and North Carolina’s districts sufficiently 
limited black voters. Gerrymandering is causing unfair 
representation- politically and racially- in many states 
across the United States. 
 Multiple studies show that gerrymandering has a rather 
minor effect on average voting districts, but does cause 
“safe seats” in Congress, producing unfair representation. 
Safe seats are likely to be won by a large majority, and many 
of these seats are won by Republicans (Cottrell) (Kedar). 
For example in Ohio in 2012, Democrats won more than fifty percent of popular vote, but 

only held 39 out of 99 seats. However, gerrymandering can 
also favor Democrats. During the 2016 election in 
Maryland, Republican candidates gained 37 percent of the 
votes, but only held one of eight seats (O’Laughlin). This 
raises many concerns about fair representation, politically 
and racially. Nobel prize winner Bob Dylan released 
“Blowin’ in the Wind,” 1963, which was used to raise 
awareness during the Civil Rights Movement. He sings, 
“how many years can some people exist before they’re 
allowed to be free?” (“Blowin”). These lyrics were directed 
at the African American population and shows that they 
were merely “existing,” not thriving (“Bob”). This relates to 
gerrymandering because it shows just how suppressed the 
blacks were compared to whites, even in the 1950’s and 

1960’s. 
From a geographical standpoint, districts should be the most square-shaped as 

possible with an equal population in each district. However, this doesn’t happen because 
non-independent line redistricting commissions are biased towards certain political or 
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ethnic groups. Regarding the ethics of the 
process of gerrymandering, it should be obvious 
that it is completely unethical to interfere with 
voting issues in the United States. Although the 
United States is a democracy, processes such as 
gerrymandering are responsible for disrupting 
the voting system causing unfair or incorrect 
election results. The issues that the American 
people are voting on may be incorrectly counted 
due to gerrymandering, and can result in 
politically incorrect results (“Ethical”). Is 
democracy legitimately served when 
gerrymandering is prevalent? 
Research from political, racial, and geographical 
perspectives shows that the United States 
should implement more than one method to 
prevent the practice of gerrymandering. To 
allow competitiveness in districts and to 
represent all people of society, The United 
States should make the most compact districts 
by having an independent line drawing 
commission for each state from all political and 
racial backgrounds. Each state’s commision 
should base their lines on a computer generated 
line redistributor to prevent gerrymandering. In 
addition, States should follow a multi-member 
districting system so that more opinions are 
represented by our elected representatives to 
prevent political and racial tensions. 

Many states have adopted an 
independent 
redistricting 
commission 
to prevent 
gerrymandering. For example, in 2008, California 
nominated five Democrats, five Republicans, and four 
belonging to neither party (Levitt). These individuals had 
to participate in surveys and were picked out of 
thousands of people. Before the line drawing commission 
was voted for, there had been an issue with lack of 
competition; seats in Congress were usually known to go 
to a certain party before citizens voted. According to the 
nonpartisan Cook Political Report, only 56 races for the 
U.S. House out of 435 (2017) are considered competitive. 

This can be predicted because districts are “packed’ with many voters from one party or 
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Bonds by Mack L. 

Most of the atoms have a rule,  
An octet rule by which they follow. 
One of the ways to meet said rule, 

Is by forming a pool. 
In a metallic bond they come all together 
And pool their electrons, but never tether. 
See, in covalent bonds is where they do 

that. 
They search and find a match. 

They can make one, two, or three of these 
pairs, 

But, they always share. 
Finally we come to the ionic bond.  

Here, they like to take a valence because its 
fun, 

But some are nice and give theirs up 
Because they feel that they are not enough. 

That's why they are so negative, 
Only if they took one would they be 

positive. 
Now next time, look at these electrons, 

They can be quite horrendous, 
But most of the time they are just 

stupendous! 
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“cracked” as to where one party is split up into multiple districts unfairly, keeping them from 
obtaining many seats (“The Times”). However, the maps that were approved in California 
for the 2010-2011 election created more competitiveness in districts (“California’s”). 
Competitiveness is needed because it allows for a more diverse society to be represented at 
a state level. Recently, Michigan has followed California’s example and is in the process of 
selecting four members from the majority party, four from the minority, and five members 
from a third party or independent voters (Frost, Mikenzie, and Sinclair). 

Redistrictors should also look at computer generated systems for making the most 
compact districts. However, they should not rely solely on GIS, or graphic information 
systems, because minorities could lose any chance of having their voices heard in a district 
(Borneman). Software engineer Brian Olson found that computer software is capable of 
drawing the most compact voting districts. He studied North Carolina, a state known for 
subjugating blacks, as well as Maryland, whose lines were drawn to favor Democrats. Olson 
was able to use the U.S Census Bureau’s data, which is released every decade. This system 
should be referred to because it is unbiased as opposed to “human opinion” (Borneman). By 
making the most compact districts as possible, minorities’ power can also be diminished 
when majority-minority districts are created. If minorities are a part of many districts, they 
will not be represented. This is why Jonathan Bernstein, a Bloomberg Opinion Columnist, 
says that society should also monitor “communities of interest.” Bernstein defined these as 
people with shared culture or ethnic boundary (Ingraham). While relying on both an 
independent redistricting commission and using a computer generated system, each state is 
capable of creating the most accurate lines that will represent all perspectives of a society. 
The United States should also follow a multi-member districting system so that more ideas 
are represented at a higher level of government. A multi-member districting system allows 

two or more representatives in the House, 
compared to just one in a single-member 
districting system. Currently, there are ten states 
that follow this system (“State”). Multi-member 
districts have been proven to allow more women to 
become elected, allowing better proportional 
representation. More ethnic groups are also 
represented because more ethnicities gain a seat in 
Congress (“Multimember”). Another benefit from 
this system is that politicians aren’t able to 
gerrymander their political group into power 
because more people are also representing each 
district (“Board”). This could also lead to more 
citizens feeling that their vote really counts. A 
study conducted by The American Journal of 
Political Science found that when the Illinois 

House was elected using a multi member system, its ideas were more diverse than those of 
the Senate, which was elected through a single- member districting system (Adams). 
Although it has also been shown that multi-member districts can “dilute the relationship 
between representatives and voters” (“Multimember”), the benefits outweigh the 
consequences. Even if representatives aren’t as connected to their voters, there will still be a 
large diversity of ideas represented at a state level because of multi-member districting. 
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Gerrymandering has existed 
in the United states for centuries, 
but there has been no permanent 
solution put into place for the 
entire U.S. In order to prevent 
racial and political gerrymandering, 
an independent redistricting 
commission should be put into 
place in all states so that the line 
redistricting process for 2020 is 
less biased than before. State 
district lines must represent 
everyone, so independent 
redistricting commissions  need to 
account for small minorities. By 
using both GIS and a redistricting 
commission that doesn't have a 
political motive, representation 
will become more equal. In order 
to do this, multi-member districts 
will help represent all cultures in a 
society to better the voting process 
and prevent gerrymandering. 

Opera Week by Emma L. 

I love Opera Week! I love the 
costumes, the art, the songs, and 
learning a new story (or a version 
of one I know). Sometimes I don’t completely enjoy, but I mostly love it. I am going to go 
over the plays I’ve done at Meadow Montessori School. 
My first one was May the Road Rise Up to Meet You. I don’t remember it very well. I was a 
background person and I felt unprepared in comparison to others as I came to the school 
after Holiday Break, so everyone knew what was happening and I barely did. After that was 
Oz! Which went a lot better for me because I felt more ready. I was a background 
munchkin. I loved my cute and colorful outfit. I honestly enjoyed all of it. 
Next was Peter Pan. I was a mermaid. I actually had eight lines that I still remember. I really 
liked my floral hat but it fell off during a scene that involved chasing. I don’t think anyone 
cared or noticed until a little girl I don’t know tripped on it. She wasn’t hurt it just startled 
her. This year we are doing Honk! I like my part of Maggie Pie, she is a reporter diva who 
tries to get the story of whats going on in the play. I like my outfit and I had fun during the 
play. I think the best part of that whole week was when a backstage member told us to 
“Break a leg,” and I said “We can’t do that that, but we can break a fin!” I had a lot more fun 
than last year. That play was Music Man.
Music Man was my favorite so far. I was a minor character named Ethel Toffelmier, a sassy 
and loud married woman who loves gossip as much as her close friends.  
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Science Fair Interview with Jack S. 
The effect of age on the magnitude of the stroop effect 

Does prior learning interfere with perception?  
The effect of age on the magnitude of the stroop effect 

“I was interested in how the mind works.” This led Jack, a 
middle school student, to research the Stroop Effect for his 
science fair project. The Stroop Effect happens when you 

see the name of a color in a different color ink, “Like if you 
see the word orange in red ink,” said Jack. He tested 

different groups ranging from age 2 and up. First he had 
each participant read the word, which matched the color 

ink, then he had them read colors with ink that did not 
match. He found that 2 to 4 year olds said the color of ink 

rather than the word and 5 to 7 year olds had the most 
trouble; “I think it might be because they’re being taught 

how to read, and encouraged to read so they aren’t 
focused on the color of the ink.” He determined that 

everyone over the age of 8 had similar results. He realized 
that it was difficult for people to say the right thing and 

there are many different theories about why it occurs. Jack 
believes that Processing Speed Theory is the cause of the 
Stroop Effect. It claims that when you’re trying to name a 

color, you automatically read the word. Jack’s project 
demonstrated how prior learning and age affect 

perception, using the Stroop Effect.  
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The Effect Of Global Warming On Coral Reefs by Kaline H.

Coral reefs are some of the most diverse and valuable ecosystems on earth. Global warming 
is killing off coral reefs and is causing coral to do something called bleaching. Without coral 
reefs, many fish and plant species would die and it could cause an imbalance in the oceans 
infrastructure. 
Throughout the years, people have released various chemicals, gases, and pollutants into the 
air. These compounds such as carbon dioxide and chlorofluorocarbons trap the heat from 
the sun inside the earth’s atmosphere, gradually raising the overall temperature of the 

planet. This warming that happens when certain gases trap heat in the earth’s atmosphere is 
called the greenhouse effect. Like a greenhouse, these gases let light in but prevent the heat 
from escaping just like a glass wall. 
Global warming causes temperatures to increase. Higher temperatures cause the polar ice 
caps to melt, releasing water into the oceans which increase the overall sea level. These 
higher levels of water cause flooding to low lying communities and coastal properties. These 
higher temperatures also cause hotter, dryer summers which are perfect conditions for 
wildfires to ignite and spread.  
Coral is an animal that belongs to the class Anthozoa in the phylum Cnidaria. Corals secrete 
a hard carbonate exoskeleton that supports and protects them. When these corals form 
together in colonies, they are called reefs. Shallow coral reefs create some of the earth’s most 
diverse and valuable ecosystems. Roughly 4,000 different species of fish and 800 different 
species of hard coral are supported by coral reefs worldwide. Coral reefs provide a home for 
about 25% of the world’s marine species, such as fish, mollusks, crustaceans, echinoderms, 
and sponges. Shorelines are protected because coral reefs absorb the waves’ energy and 
many small islands would not exist without coral reefs. This also helps to prevent coastal 
erosion from waves. Coral reefs also provide an economic income to many island and coastal 
countries through tourism and fishing. 
Global warming causes the oceans’ temperatures to rise. When corals are stressed by 
changes in temperature, light or nutrients, they release the algae living inside of them 
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Spring by Lauren G. 

Flowers bloom as the sun shines on the water’s edge. Kids go fishing. They fly kites even 
though it’s raining outside. Enough of board games, time for outside games. Gardens 
planted, gardens sprouting. Animals come out to find food for their growing stomachs. 
Fish jump at dawn. Kids swim at noon. 1:00 PM is when fishermen come. People have 
spring parties they, sit on the lake. People have boat rides but when they come in the 

canal they can make a disturbing sound. Kids ride their bikes as if they were riding to the 
park on a nice spring sunny day. But guess what all of this does not happen at night it is 

all calm and relaxing not a single sound you will wake up too.  
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causing the coral to turn completely white. 
This is referred to as coral bleaching. If the 
conditions that caused the corals to bleach are 
not too extreme, it is possible for the corals to 
recover and not die, but most coral cannot 
recover.

In 2005, the USA lost half of its reefs in 
the Caribbean in one year due to a massive 
bleaching event. According to data from the 
previous 20 years confirmed that thermal stress 
from 2005 was greater than the previous 20 
years combined.  

Global warming is caused by humans in 
their modern everyday living which has a 
negative effect on our earth. If there is 
something we can do to stop the negative 
effects of global warming we should do it!

The Mystery of the Sap Spiked Concoction Pt. 1 by Ava R.

    I peered out of my office window, narrowing my eyes to see through the blinds casting 
mysterious shadows over the walls. It was very cool, and so was I. My fingers plucked the 
cigar out of my mouth, and I puffed a ring of smoke as I inspected the scenery. 

    I was located at a school at the moment… a very unusual location for a professional 
detective such as myself. I’d taken over a small room as my office, after much persuading and 

reluctance from the teachers. It had been horribly 
decorated before I arrived-- very plain, with children’s 
crafts strewn about the room. It totally ruined my vibe, 
so I had all of it removed immediately, and installed 
blinds on all of the windows so I could peer out at 
potential suspects. 

    Outside the window was a lobby that lead off into 
several hallways and rooms. I had surely made a wise 
decision by placing my office right at the center of the 
building. Here, I could familiarize myself with all of the 
faces I may eventually come to battle in court-- from a 
distance, of course.

I fiddled with my cigar as I continued my mental monologue, and ash fell on the floor. A lot 
of ash. There was ash on my shoes and on my trenchcoat. It clashed harshly with the 
mysterious brown of my clothing. 

I was definitely nowhere near hysterics over the ash on my shoes when who I would later 
know as my first client strolled into the room. Or, stumbled, rather. It was a man with 
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The Cowboy Emoji by Kate S. 
He says “yeehaw!” as everyone stares in awe.  

He’s yellow and round, and makes a lot of 
sound.  

His lovely brown hat is curved like a cat. 
With a chocolate color, his hat is smooth as 

butter. 
The cowboy emoji is a ray of sunshine, 

a beam of light, he shines so bright  
As he leaves, he heaves one last “yeehaw!” 

as he rides into the night.  

Artwork by Madelyn L.
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blonde hair, and judging by the look on his face, I could tell that he played hockey. Part of 
being a detective was noticing these kinds of things. 

     “Detective! Oi’ve got a case for you!” He declared. He was Canadian. I was instantly 
biased against him. 

    “Dear sir,” I began, dusting the ash off of my trenchcoat nonchalantly. “What can I help 
you with?” 

    He furrowed his eyebrows in confusion. “I said… Oi’ve got a case for you.” He repeated 
slowly, as if I were a small child. I held back a scoff. This man would surely become my 
nemesis after this case was over. 

    “Yes, I got that much. Please, take a seat and fill me in on what your ‘case’ entails.” 

    He plopped himself down into a chair, as I coolly lowered myself into my leather seat. 
The man pulled up his hood, grabbed the strings of his grey sweatshirt, and pulled until the 
hood was cinched so tightly that I could only see his eyes. It was very unnerving. Was this 
some sort of Canadian tradition I was unaware of? 

    I subtly shook my head, refocusing on the case at hand. 
I gestured for him to begin his story.

    “Roight, well, see, yesterday affer’noon, oi went 
ootsoide to gym, roight? So when oi came insoide, oi was 
pretty thirsty!” He said, making very serious gestures. “So 
oi went to moi waterbottle, and oi got it, and oi drank it, 
and it tasted so weird. So oi tasted the sap on the 
counter-- our class is collecting sap from the trees 
outsoide, see-- and oi was thinkin’, it tasted an awful lot 
loike that sap, yeah! So then oi was loike, ‘Oh my gosh, 
someone totally put sap in my water!’” 

He paused for a breath. I longed for subtitles, a translator, 
anything. What was he saying? How did one man contain 
so many maple leaves in his speech patterns? It truly was a 
spectacle, so I allowed him to continue. 

“...And Ms. Julia, moi teacher, she was all like ‘Seriously? Throw that out!’ so oi tossed it, 
yeah, and she went--” 

“Excuse me sir, but can you tell me the scene and time of this crime?” I interrupted. He 
nodded, unphased. 

“Well, oi think somethin’ was goin on all day, really, but I lended my bottle to Joseph in the 
mornin’, and didn’t really see it all day, because I have plenty of water bottles, I have loike 
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SO many water bottles, so oi didn’t really need it, but oi saw it at the end of the day after 
gym, so oi drank out of it, and it was so gross. Tasted just loike that sap, yeah!” 

“...Yeah. So, the scene?”

“Oh, roight! It was all in the Middle School classroom.” His hood had slowly loosened as he 
spoke, so he cinched it again, making it so that 
only his nose was visible. I bit back a groan, 
grabbing my crime journal from my desk and 
taking note of all that I’d been able to understand 
from his speech. Who was involved so far? Joseph, 
Ms. Julia, and... 

“Wait, sir, what’s your name?” 

“Nate.”

    Joseph, Ms. Julia, and Nate. Supposedly all of 
these people resided in this “Middle School” 
together. I quickly scrawled the information into 
my notebook, and Nate fidgeted in his chair. I 
glanced up warily, pausing my note-taking for a 
moment. 

    “Are you... Preoccupied? Would you like to meet again later to discuss this case?”

    “Eh? Oh, yeah! Oi forgot, but oi have a haughkey game over in Venezuela in a few, so oi 
kinda gotta get o’er there.” Nate said anxiously. I got 
“Venezuela” and “Hockey,” and assumed he had to leave.

    “That’s alright. I can look for possible witnesses in the 
meantime. I’ll find them in this ‘Middle School,’ yes?”

    “Yeah! You should keep an eye out for Kennedy. She’ll 
probably know a good bit aboot what’s goin’ on. Anyway, I’ve 
gotta go,” He stood, finally removing the hood contraption 
and jogging over to the door of my office. “Takitish, 
Detective!” 

    I didn’t answer, and he left quickly. The black and white 
photographs of famous detectives rattled on the walls as the 
door slammed shut behind him. 

    It seemed as if my first client at this new place was a very, 
very strange man. However, I was a cool and mysterious 
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detective, and no amount of Canadians or “Takitishes” would keep me from a case as 
potentially cool and mysterious as this one.

Editorial by Meku B.

Today, we live in a world that is constantly changing and adapting. Our highly developed 
society has largely moved from manufacturing to service sectors. As the United States’ 
influence in the global economy has grown, we have begun to outsource our labor and 
offshore our business to take advantage of lower costs overseas. Although this has been 
beneficial in some ways by allowing the United States to develop at a faster rate, it has 
caused a crisis among young people who are entering the workforce. 
With the onset of automation and outsourcing, there are fewer entry-level jobs for young 
people. With so few jobs straight out of high school, higher education in the form of either 
vocational school or college is the only option for middle-class Americans seeking 
employment. Young people today face a world unlike that of our forerunners. We inherited a 
post-Recession world in which social programs are being cut, jobs are scarce and 
competitive, prices are rising, wages are stagnant, and we are less likely than our parents 
were to make more money than the previous generation. Our futures seem dim. Even if we 
invest in an expensive college education like most people are expected to, we have no 
guarantee of employment. In a world where we have been told that we can be anything, 
many students are following their passions in college without hope of employment. People 
are increasingly pursuing newly-created degrees in social change, women's studies, and the 
humanities. We’re following our hearts to places where we think we can make a difference, 
not the greatest amount of money or the longest career. This is because we don’t know what 
the world will look like in five or ten or twenty years. For example, with the rapid 
development of technology, a newly-graduated computer scientist (a very relevant and 
contemporary industry) may see drastic, career-
altering changes to the industry in the next ten 
years. Certain relevant disciplines today may 
become obsolete in the next decade, requiring 
retraining of much of the workforce. We are a 
generation that must expect adaptability and 
instability while bearing the costs of our education 
in the form of student debt. 
The world is, and has always been, constantly 
changing. We must be flexible individuals who are 
willing to retrain and change careers. We cannot 
expect a stable lifelong career like the previous 
generation. We must pay drastically higher prices 
than our parents on lower proportional wages for 
our educations. My economic future is uncertain, 
but I know that, with the help of unions that 
represent workers for a fairer, more equitable workplace and help to provide a safety net in 
the form of pensions for future generations, I too can be successful. 

Drunk Vikings News by David P., Maker of Mead
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February-21-1023
Hero to the rescue? Or some drunk? The recent events at Heorot reveal a surprising hero.

The self-proclaimed hero arrived at the coast in a fast, sleek ship with a troop of 
richly clad warriors. The sentry, upon hearing of the mighty warrior and his deeds, sent them 
to the tremendous hall of Hrothgar. Entering the hall to seek audience with the king, 
witnesses report the hero said with a booming voice, “Tis I, Beowulf, prince of the Geats, 
killer of beasts, host of the greatest parties, and I have come to rid you of a beast.” Hrothgar 
replied to the bold prince with a gruff old voice, “Leave, before you are taken as well, as no 

spear, no matter its sharpness can harm the 
beast that haunts these halls.” The bold 
prince dropped his spear and declared, 
“Then I shall not fight with the spear, bring 
me your strongest mead and I will fight the 
beast with my head and liver.” The king, 
desperate to be rid of the beast, brought 
out the strongest barrel of mead and two 
large glasses to a table. 
Beowulf, the bold, recalls he shed his armor 
and waited for nightfall for when the beast 
would come. The beast came that night 
hungry for its next thirty victims and found 
the fearless Beowulf waiting. Seeing the 
beast, Beowulf, the monster slayer, called 
out, “Beast of the shadows, my name is 
Beowulf and I challenge you to a drink-off 
where, if you win, you can eat me, but if I 

win, I will kill you.” The beast moved closer and rasped, “Grendel accepts your challenge.” 
After this point, Beowulf said that he does not remember anything. In the morning, 
Hrothgar said he walked into the grand hall to find an arm on the floor and Beowulf, the 
stoned, sleeping on the table with the mead barrel empty. Grendel was unavailable for 
comment.

Refugee Report by Mackenzie L.

Refugee is a book written by Alan Gratz, an author who has written other books about 
similar topics. The book talks about three different refugees in different places and times. 
The book goes back and forth between Josef, the Jewish boy living in Germany during 1938, 
Isabel, a Cuban girl living in Cuba during 1994, and Mahmoud, a Syrian boy living in Syria 
during 2015. The book talks about their stories and how they and their families adapt to 
each situation they are in, good and bad. 

The first character we meet is Josef Landau. Josef, at the time, was 12 years old, living 
in Berlin, Germany during Adolf Hitler's rule. Josef had a little sister named Ruthie, who 
was 6, and his mother and father. At the beginning of the story, his father gets taken away to 
one of the concentration camps. His father was released but on the condition that he leave 
Germany immediately. The family then embarks on a boat, The St. Louis, heading towards 
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Cuba. On the boat, there were many other Jewish families who were seeking asylum in 
Cuba. Once they arrived at the Havana port they were not allowed to go onto the land. 
After a couple of days at the harbor, Aaron Landau, Josef ’s father, still traumatized from his 
time at Dachau, jumped overboard and was taken into to Cuba, never seen by his family 
again. The ship then left the harbor and moved onto 
the US. After they were refused refuge there they 
decided they had to go back to Europe. The Captain 
of the boat made a deal with four different countries; 
Belgium, France, England, and Holland, that would 
accept the Jewish people. Josef ’s family lived in France 
for eight months before the Nazis invaded. His family 
was on the run until, finally, some of the Nazi 
stormtroopers had caught up with them and took 
Josef and his mother to a concentration camp, but left 
his sister in the woods. 

The next character we met was Isabel 
Fernandez. Isabel was 11 years old and living just 
outside of Havana, Cuba in 1994. She lived next door 
to her longtime best friend, Ivan Castillo. When we 
start off, Cuba is in a crisis right after the Soviet Union 
was disbanded. This was a problem because the Soviet Union was the one overpaying for the 
main export, sugar. The ruler of Cuba, Fidel Castro, was not letting anyone leave Cuba, 
specifically for the United States or el Norte, but the Castillos were still building a boat to 
leave. Then, Isabel goes down to the Malecon with her Lito and her Father to play her 
trumpet. While playing, a riot breaks out and her father gets beaten up by a cop. Isabel then 
goes home and sees, on the news, that Fidel Castro was letting people leave Cuba. Her 
family and the Castillos then finish building the boat. Then, they go to the beach where 
Ivans older brother, Luis, and his girlfriend, Amara, who is also in the police force with Luis, 
joins them on the boat. They soon set out on a long journey across the ocean towards 
Florida. They soon get set off course, due to a storm, and wind up in the Bahamas where the 
people give them food and some Aspirin for her pregnant mother, Teresa. After leaving the 
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Hawks by Easton K. 
 Hawks are the second most powerful birds after eagles. Hawks eat small 
mammals, reptiles, fish, insects, and other birds. Hawks grow up to eight to forty 
inches in length. They weight twenty pounds. They live everywhere except Antarctica.  
 Hawks migrate to warmer areas. Different kinds go to different places. For 
example, the common buzzard flies from Siberia to Southern Africa. The swainson 
hawk migrates from southern Alaska to Argentina. Hawks that live in warmer places 
don’t migrate.  
 A hawk’s vision is sharper than human beings. Its eyes have more light- 
sensitivity cells. The biggest hawk is a goshawk. One is the white goshawk, and also 
the northern goshawk.  

Artwork by Matthew T.
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Bahamas, they encounter some sharks and, sadly, Ivan gets bit and dies on the boat. Just 
minutes after they throw his body into the water they see Miami and her mother goes into 
labor, but they also encounter the US Coast Guard which will take them back to Cuba. they 
start paddling towards the shore when they soon realize that they won’t make it, so Lito 
jumps off the boat and into the water to give them more time. Her mom then gives birth to 
a baby boy, which they name Mariano after Lito. Finally, they pull the boat to shore and 
safely gain asylum in the US.

The third character we meet is Mahmoud Bishara. Mahmoud was 11 years old and 
living in Aleppo, Syria in 2015. At the time, Bashar Al-Assad was the president and he was 
fighting his own people who had started rioting. The fighting started in 2011, the time when 
the Arab Spring had finally come to Syria. The Arab Spring was basically a time where 

almost all of the Middle East started rioting. 
Mahmoud had noticed that staying invisible, at 
this time, was the best option for him and his 
brother Waleed, who was 10. One day, they were 
sitting in their apartment while their mother, 
with their sister Hana, was doing some chores 
when a bomb had hit their apartment building. 
They quickly left the building just before it came 
crashing down. After that, they met up with his 
dad and set out to Germany where they were 
accepting refugees. First, they traveled to Turkey 
where they were soon to be smuggled to Greece 
by a dingy. While on the dingy they ran into some 
rocks and were all thrown off into the sea. 
Mahmoud then saw another boat full of refugees 
and, since there was no room for the rest of his 
family, he convinced them to take his baby sister. 

After several hours, they were finally found by the Coast Guard and taken to the island of 
Lesbos. Next, they took a boat to the mainland and traveled to the border of Hungary, but 
they could not cross it legally so a huge crowd tried running across. They were soon tear 
gassed and taken to a  prison-like center. After being processed, UN workers came to 
observe the living conditions of the refugees, that is when Mahmoud decided to do 
something. He walked right out of the building leading all of the refugees on a 12-hour walk 
to Austria where it was safe for them to stay. Finally, they took a train to Berlin, where they 
were offered to stay with a host family.

In conclusion, all the kids' stories have many tough times. Their stories were very 
different yet they all shared a common goal to escape and find a safe place for their families. 
Yet only two out of three kids survived their efforts and lead to saving their families. All 
these stories were set in different times and very different places, but they all came together. 
Isabel’s grandfather had talked about how when he was a younger he was a police officer. He 
talked about how there was a ship full of Jewish refugees trying to enter Cuba, but he had 
not let them come in. at the end of his story, Mahmoud had been placed with a host family. 
The host family was two Jewish grandparents, one being Josef ’s younger sister, Ruthie. She 
told Mahmoud about how her brother had risked his life to save her and how she loved her 
family very much and that if not for her brother her children and the rest of her family 
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would not exist. In the end, these three children were so young, but they had to grow up fast 
and face the world that they lived in. each of them faced loss and hardship, but they all 
overcame it and brought them or their families to a happier, safer life.

REVIEW:
I really enjoyed this book overall. There were some moments where it dragged on, and there 
were some moments where I would want to keep reading to find out what happens. It 
seemed like each chapter left off on a cliffhanger, but they would switch into the next story 
before you could find out what happens. I would recommend this to people older than 11, 
due to some of the more gruesome and mature themes in the book. I do believe that the 
overall book was very interesting, but I didn’t really care for how the author switched 
between the three stories because I would really want to find out what happened to this one 
kid, but I would be forced to read about the other one. Sometimes I would then forget 
where they left off and would be confused about what was happening when I came back to 
reading about them.

The Michigan Tryout by Teegan S.
 
On sunday my friends Drew and I are going to try out for a football team. I can’t wait 
because I love football and its with pads, too. I also like trucking and sacking people. The 
hard part about tryout is the forty meter dash. It is hard because you have to “explode out” 
and I don’t know how to do it. What I like about it is if we make it we will be able to lift 
weights! We also get to stay there for three days. I hope that my friend and I make the team, 
so we can sleep in the same room. It will be fun. I also really love running, if I make the 
team, there are practices for three days. On the third day we have a game against Ohio 
State. They practice in Ohio. 

If we make it on the team, then we will become the best football players in the state. 
The reason why I am saying “we” is because I am talking about my friend drew. My friends 
that might tryout are: Drew, Ian, Dominic, and Bryson. Drew’s talents are the same as mine, 
but he has explosive speed. He is short so we have the same chance of making it. Ian is a 
good quarterback, but he is short. If the line is tall, that isn’t good. Dominic is really good 
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Obsessive compulsive disorder (C) by Andrew P. 
Obsessive compulsive disorder is uncontrollable thoughts (obsessions) and behaviors 

(compulsions) that makes a person want to repeat them over and over again. People with OCD 
can have symptoms of obsessions, compulsions, or both. An example of both is when someone 
has a strong fear of germs, so much that they become anxious, and then excessively cleaning. A 

very common obsession is needing to have things be symmetrical. Some people with OCD 
might also have a tic disorder. Motor tics are sudden and repetitive movements such as eye 
blinking, shrugging the shoulders, or jerking the head. Vocal tics are sudden and repetitive 
sounds such repetitive throat clearing, grunting, or clicking the tongue. OCD is commonly 
treated with medicine, or Exposure and Response Prevention. OCD is the most common 

personality disorder in the United States with more than 200,000 cases per year.  
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and he’s tall. Bryson is a good wide receiver, but he is short. They are all fast. I made it on 
the team. 

The Relationship between Global Climate 
Change and the Media by Ammar A.

Introduction:
Global climate change has been a topic of 

discussion in the media for decades. The issue was 
first published by Svante Arrhenius, a Swedish 
scientist who proposed the argument.(9) As we burn 
more fossil fuels, carbon dioxide emissions increase 
the temperature of the earth by preventing sunlight 
from bouncing off the Earth and into space, Thus 
warming the planet with the sun’s heat. Humans 
dating back to the Roman Empire have contemplated 
what the relationship between certain agricultural 
practices and weather conditions might be.(9) If 
global temperatures rise, the polar ice caps in the 
Arctic regions of the world would melt, causing the 
destruction of wildlife, habitat, creating temporary 
flood and storm surges, and the loss in agricultural 
land due to rising sea levels. As Jemma Gornwall, 
manager of the Joint Weather and Climate Research 
Program (JWCRP) and her associates put it, “Mean 
sea-level rise can also be confidently expected, which could eventually result in the loss of 
agricultural land through permanent inundation.” this would mean a lower crop yield for a 
certain area which could spiral into famine. 
Awareness of global climate change has been growing partly due to its denial by citizens and 
important government figures (11). However, A 2018 study done at the PEW Research 
Center by Jacob Pouschter found that 13 countries, including the United States, see climate 
change as major threat to their country. A research article published in 2010 argued that 
views on climate change are mostly influenced by the media (7). In the 21st century, people 
use online social media platforms to express their ideas and opinions. It was reported that 
between 2017 and 2018, the number of Instagram users grew by almost 200 million (4), 
which leads to the argument that more awareness through the media, including digital, 
physical newspapers and televised network, helps to decrease the effects of global climate 
change. 

This paper will examine the statement through an unbiased environmental and social 
lense. The statement relates to the stimulus material titled “Social Media And The 
Movement Of Ideas,” by Edward Kessler, director of the Woolf Institute and Principal of 
the Cambridge Theological Federation, because it explains the process and importance 
about how ideas are spread, and how the media can, and is being used for protests in “The 
Facebook Generation” (8). It also relates to the “Speech to United Nation General 
Assembly”, by Margaret Thatcher because she presents concerning points about global 
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climate change. Former Prime Minister Thatcher believed that “We (The United Nations) 
should aim to have a convention on global climate change ready by the time the World 
Conference on Environment and Development meets in 1992” (17). She quotes evidence 
given directly to her from teams of scientist in the Antarctic Ocean, and argues that these 

anthropogenic changes are the most severe they 
had ever seen. Kessler mentions “Individuals 
communicate their own interpretations (of events 
and texts), rather than rely on the accounts of 
their leaders, religious or political” (8). He believes 
that social media is a powerful tool to express the 
ideas of individuals and organizations, calling the 
internet the “Seed of Activism”. He emphasizes 
that the point of the internet is to spread 
information everywhere. This relates to my 
argument that awareness through the media, 
including digital, physical newspapers and 
televised network, helps to decrease the effects of 
global climate change. 

Global Warming and the Media:
 A study was conducted by Maxwell Boykoff, the 

director of The Center for Science and 
Technology, and his brother Jules Boykoff, a former 
Olympic soccer player who currently teaches political 
science. It analyzed four major newspaper companies in the 
U.S, including: NY Times, LA Times, Washington Post, and 
The Wall Street Journal. They found that the press does not 
balance out the bias on opinions of global warming. This 
leads to false or misleading representation on the issue, and 
may alter the public’s opinion on global warming. 

A similar study conducted in Russia by Marianna 
Poberezhskaya, a lecturer in international relations, 
surveyed four major Russian newspapers and their coverage 
on global warming. She found that the issue is not discussed 
as much. As Ms. Poberezhskaya puts it, “There is little 
difference in quantity and quality of overall coverage on 
climate change.” She believes that because newspapers use 
the Russian government as a main source, most of the 
information goes unopposed.
 Another outlook on media coverage of global warming is 
how the media’s coverage differs from developing as 
opposed to developed countries. A Peruvian study 
conducted by Bruno Takahashi, an associate professor of environmental journalism at 
Michigan State University, and associates, was published in 2013. The study determined that 
developing countries usually share the same ideas as developed countries, but have a larger 
impact (16).
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Media’s Relation to Global Temperatures:
A study conducted in Japan by Yuki Sampei and associates analyzed the way 

international media sources mediate the environment. Their research was done between 
1998 and 2007 where they found that there had been an increase of media coverage and 
public concern regarding global climate change in the world’s population, or as Sampei puts 
it, “We show that a dramatic increase in newspaper coverage of global warming from 
January 2007... correlated with an increase in public concern for the issue”. A look at the 
world’s climate between this time period provided by NASA’s Global Vital Signs website, 
shows a significant decrease in the Earth’s mean temperature. This goes to show that there 
is a strong relation between media coverage and global climate. If there is an increase in 
global climate coverage in the media, then there average mean temperatures will drop. This 
is because the media shapes the public’s opinion, and the public’s opinion changes society.  
However, some media sources do not take global climate change as a serious issue. A study 
published in 2014 found that there has been a decrease of trust in scientists and scientific 
information. This leads to false or misleading information on the issue of global climate 
change. According to a research poll done by ABC News, The Washington Post and 
Stanford University, 33% of people say that global climate change is the “Biggest 
environmental problem the world faces right now”, While the other 66% chose a different 
or no issue at all.

Opposing Arguments:
A major issue with having an abundance of news sources, ranging from newspapers to 

websites, is filtering out which of these many sources is genuine, and which is false. The 
“Fake News” epidemic is a serious issue in the American media network, or as Kai Shu, a 
data assistant at the Data Mining and Machine Learning Lab (DMML) puts it, “The 
extensive spread of fake news has the potential for extremely negative impacts for 
individuals and society”. The spread of false or misleading information in the media is 
dangerous because it may form unethical opinions based on false information. A study 
conducted by Andrew Guess, an assistant professor at Princeton University, and his 
associates found that people in the Republican party and were voting for presidential 
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 Once upon a time far far away there is a planet called Earth.  There was a creature 
called Thanos.  Thanos has a gauntlet, a gauntlet that can do many things.  On Earth there is a 

team of super heros.  Zachey Chaney, Jackey Chaney, and the knight.  The three work as a 
team to defeat Thanos from causing destruction.  Thanos appeared in New York.  The team 
assembled.  There began an epic battle.  Thanos won and snapped his gauntlet.  Half of the 
population of New York disappeared to an island that was off the coast of Costa Rica.  The 

island was full of dinosaurs and the people called it Jurassic Island.  Thanos has disappeared 
and wasn’t seen ever since. 
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candidate Donald Trump tended to follow and believe fake news headlines and articles. The 
same study also found through surveys and online web search histories that between 
October 7th and November 14,2016, it’s estimated that about 1 out of 4 Americans visited an 
overwhelmingly pro-Trump fake news website. Facebook seemed to be the leader in fake 

news distribution in this study, or as Professor 
Guess puts it, “We also find that Facebook was a 
key vector of exposure to fake news and that fact-
checks of fake news almost never reached its 
consumers”.

Solutions:
There are two possible solutions to combat the 

issue of the spread of fake news throughout the 
media. The first is a fake news detection 
application, the second solution is Media Literacy 
classes taught in schools. There have been studies 
proving that both of these solutions are working to 
detect and decrease the spread of false information. 
Fake news detection applications are being 
implemented through social media sites. Recently, a 
software to detect and report fake news has just 
been released for public use. Data taken in from 
that software has shown that it is catching fake 
news sites. A demographic done in the same study 
found that Facebook is the leading cause of the 
spread of false information, or as professor Guess 
says,  “We also find that Facebook was a key vector 
of exposure to fake news and that fact-checks of 
fake news almost never reached its consumers.”

Another solution to the issue of false information is Media Literacy classes, these are classes 
which enable students to distinguish between fake news sites and legitimate sources. These 
classes are being taught from preschool all the way to high school. A Dutch study discovered 
that children who took an exam that tested their ability to distinguish between fake news 
websites and legitimate sources tended to score higher if they took a Media Literacy class, 
this proves that Media Literacy classes are working in parts of the world. A research paper 
done by Douglas Kellner, a member of the Frankfurt Institute for Social Research, and Jeff 
Share, a Faculty Advisor for the University of California, Los Angeles’ Teacher Education 
Program says,  “(We should) focus energy and resources on exploring the best ways for 
implementing it.” Another Chinese research paper argues that although Media Literacy 
classes are not a regular academic class, they would benefit many students if they were (17). 

Implications of Solutions:
With active fake news detection software and Media Literacy classes both proving to 

be effective ways to reduce and prevent the spread of false information, any implications 
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that the solutions might have must be highlighted. An issue with Media Literacy is that they 
mostly lead to commercialization in the classroom, Commercialization is the process of 
managing something purely in order to gain a profit. A study done by Erica Austin, the Vice 
Provost for Academic Affairs since 2013, and her associate says,  “The data therefore show 
that the program can provide some benefits to young adolescents, but the results also 
provide justification for concerns about the commercialization of the classroom.” Media 
Literacy classes also take up manpower and school budget.
Although fake news detection softwares are updating and developing, it is important to 
highlight their current implications. A research paper done by Yunfei Long, a graduate from 
the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, and his associates found that fake news detection 
applications use a software that functions off of lexical features of a news source; this means 
that the software judges the validity of the source based off the articles word usage. Mr. 
Long explains that this tends to have limited success. Fake news detection applications also 
take a substantial amount of manpower and money in order to operate and develop. 
Conclusion:

Global climate change causes mean sea levels to rise and desertification, which 
results in loss of arable land and fewer crop yield. Increased awareness in the media, 
including digital, physical newspapers, and televised networks decreases the effect of global 
warming on the planet as a whole. An issue with the media being a main source of spreading 
awareness on global warming is that it also can spread false or modified information. The 
issue of “Fake news” is a prevalent danger to society, it 
can cause specific outcomes in the way people think 
about a certain issue which could change society’s way 
of thinking as a whole. 
In order to combat the issue of spreading false 
information, fake news detections softwares are being 
developed. These applications have been proven to 
successfully and effectively detect and eliminate fake 
news sites. However, the software does take a large 
amount of time and money to develop. The 
applications have also shown to have a very limited 
success rate because they only judge whether or not a 
site is legitimate based on the words that the article 
contains. Another way in which fake news is being 
combatted is through media literacy classes. These are 
lessons that are taught from preschool all the way to 
high school. They enable the student to be able to 
distinguish between fake news sites, and legitimate 
sources. An implication of media literacy classes is 
that they tend to commercialize the classroom. Global 
climate change is serious issue that needs to be 
addressed more in the media, because it is the media that shapes public opinion, and it’s 
public opinion that sparks change in society.
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